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Abstract
We measured thresholds and reaction times for detecting a target, defined by orientation contrast, as a function of the number
of elements displayed simultaneously and of the linear orientation gradient present in the display. This test served to evaluate how
well the human visual system is able to ignore smooth gradients in orientation — similar to what it does with gradients of
luminance or wavelength. Smooth orientation gradients are common in natural environments as opposed to the usual laboratory
(search) experiments. It turns out that targets defined by a discontinuity in the transition between line orientations can be
processed in parallel, i.e. that ‘search’ times increase by between 0.5 and 6 ms, on average, per additional element displayed,
irrespective of the number of elements. But thresholds of orientation difference for the detection of the target increase linearly with
the orientation gradient present in the display, and tend to increase more strongly for small gradients, indicating a special bonus
for (near) collinearity. The averaged data follow a Weber-law type while this is not true for the individual observers’ data. These
results show that the visual system is indeed able to detect targets based on orientation contrast, rather than on absolute
orientation [cf. Nothdurft (1985). Vision Research, 25, 551–560], but that the orientation gradient cannot be ignored. © 2000
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Treisman and Gelade
(1980) and Treisman (1991), as well as the suggestions
by Julesz (1981) it has been well established that the
human visual system can detect certain ‘elementary’
features simultaneously over the visual field, almost
independently of the number of elements displayed. On
the other end of the spectrum there are visual features,
often of comparable complexity, which require serial
search, leading reaction times to increase (linearly) with
the number of elements displayed. For example, the
detection of an offset vernier target amidst straight
verniers is parallel, while the detection of a vernier
offset in one direction among verniers offset in the
opposite direction requires serial search (Fahle, 1991).
The first type of processing — parallel ‘search’ — is
found for features such as line orientation, colour,
motion direction, stereoscopic depth, and (vernier) mis-
alignments. There has been some debate whether such a
strict dichotomy really exists between parallel and serial
search as was originally proposed or whether transi-
tions occur between the two types of processing (e.g.
Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Fahle, 1990; Townsend,
1990; Bravo & Nakayama, 1992), but there seems to be
general agreement in the literature that large differences
regarding the dependence of processing times on ele-
ment numbers exist between different visual features.
There also seems to be agreement that parallel search
indicates the existence and involvement of separate
processors for different visual field positions, able to
discriminate between the target and the non-targets, i.e.
the distractors.
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Initially, parallel detection was thought to be based
on some form of absolute feature quality, such as a
certain colour or an absolute orientation, for example
horizontal. However, Nothdurft (1991) demonstrated
pop-out to occur also based on a relative orientation-
step. He presented 1212 element arrays consisting of
line elements of different orientations. The orientation
differences between neighbouring lines were generally
smooth. However, a square area of, for example, 66
elements in the middle of the array was defined by the
fact that line orientation of elements inside the square
differed strongly from their immediate neighbours out-
side the square. Orientation gradients within the square,
on the other hand, were smooth again. Here, we inves-
tigate quantitatively the dependence of both, thresholds
and reaction times on linear orientation gradients be-
tween neighbouring elements, all displayed at identical
eccentricity.
2. Material and methods
Stimuli were displayed on a HP 1333A analogue
monitor, subtending 9.37.5° at the observation dis-
tance of 0.6 m. A Power Macintosh 7100:66 computer
generated the stimuli via custom-made 16 bit D:A
converter boards at a pixel rate of more than 106:s.
Mean luminance of the stimuli was around 180 cd:m2
and mean luminance on the rest of the monitor around
3 cd:m2, hence contrast was around 0.97. The width of
the line elements was 4 arc min, their length 12 arc min;
they consisted of bright dots with a diameter of 4 arc
min (at half maximum) displayed at a center-to-center
distance of 0.35 arc min. The midpoints of the line
elements were always located on an imaginary circle
(radius 60 arc min) around the centre of fixation, which
itself was marked by a bright point. Eye position of the
observers was monitored by means of a custom-built
Purkinje-image eye tracker, based on a video camera
and a Silicon Graphics workstation at a differential
resolution of around 0.25 arcdeg. Only presentations
with central fixation of the observers were used in the
graphs. Distance between the midpoints was constant
throughout the experiment, even though the number of
lines displayed simultaneously varied systematically
from 4 to 16 between blocks. The number of elements
defined the so-called stimulus size since two elements
occupied a shorter portion of the imaginary arc, i.e. a
smaller region, than 16 elements did. Hence during
presentations with fewer elements, only part of the
imaginary circle contained elements (cf. Fig. 1a), and
even with 16 simultaneous elements, there remained a
gap (always at the lower portion of the imaginary
circle, corresponding to two empty positions (Fig. 1b)).
Orientation varied between neighbouring line elements
by 0.5, 2, 5, 10, 20, or 40° in clockwise or anticlockwise
direction, randomly varied between presentations. This
is to say that orientation differences between neigh-
bouring elements were constant within individual pre-
sentations. This difference of orientation will be
denoted as ‘gradient’. We moreover varied the orienta-
tion of the first, or starting element.
In half of the presentations, a target element was
displayed; it was defined by a change of orientation
larger than that between all the other neighbouring
elements. Strictly speaking, the target hence consisted
of a larger orientation difference between two neigh-
bouring elements, hence was defined by the relationship
between two elements.
Observers had to indicate, in a binary forced-choice
task, whether or not a target element had been dis-
played, and we measured, in separate experiments, first
the detection thresholds for this target as a function of
gradient and number of elements displayed and subse-
quently reaction times for a suprathreshold target as a
function of both element number and orientation gradi-
ent. In addition, error rates were recorded. Presentation
time was restricted to 150 ms during the threshold
experiments and to 5 s during the reaction time experi-
ments — but stimulus presentation usually ended with
the observer’s response. Order of testing for different
stimulus sizes was counter-balanced between observers,
and different gradients were tested in the same block
such that observers could not base their decision on the
appearance of any fixed orientation difference but had
to check whether or not the orientation differences
present in the stimulus were all identical. Thresholds
were measured using an adaptive staircase procedure
that was bias free (PEST; Taylor & Creelman, 1967).
In additional control experiments, the dependence of
reaction times and of error rates on the jump size
between target and distractors was measured. It should
be noted that throughout this paper, ‘jump size’ de-
notes the additional change of orientation that tran-
scends the orientation difference between all the other
neighbouring elements, that is, in excess of the gradient.
In further control experiments, we tested the depen-
dence of error rates and of reaction times on the
number of elements presented for all gradients in two
observers at the very end of the experiment to evaluate
possible learning effects that might have occurred dur-
ing the testing.
Fig. 1. Examples of the stimuli used. (a) Four-element stimulus; (b)
Sixteen-element stimulus without ‘jump’; (c) Sixteen-element stimulus
with jump. The arrow was not present in the original stimulus, it
indicates the ‘jump’.
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Fig. 2. Thresholds of additional orientation difference required to
detect the jump in orientation, as a function of the orientation
gradient, i.e. the orientation difference between neighbouring line
elements. (a) Individual results of 11 observers; (b) Means and
standard errors. Number of elements displayed was 16.
for larger gradients (Fig. 2b). Therefore, we replotted
the same results in Fig. 3, but on a logarithmic abscissa.
This leads to an almost linear increase of thresholds
with orientation gradient, as is most clearly seen from
the mean results of all observers as displayed in Fig. 3b.
Table 1 lists the slopes of regression lines through the
results of all individual observers, as well as the ordi-
nates, intercepts, the correlation coefficients, and the
levels of significance for the logarithmic data.
We then presented stimuli around 10–50% above
threshold (see Table 2) for each individual observer to
investigate the dependence of reaction times on the
number of elements displayed simultaneously. It is im-
portant to note that for each observer and each orienta-
tion gradient, jumpsize was constant but might have
varied between gradients and between observers. Hence
absolute reaction times cannot be compared between
different gradients. The jumpsizes actually used are
listed in Table 2.
Mean reaction times and standard errors of all ob-
servers are plotted as a function of element number in
Fig. 4 for target present stimuli, i.e. for stimuli contain-
ing a jump of orientation, and in Fig. 5 for presenta-
tions without a target, where observers are supposed to
require some additional search time in order to double-
check that no target is present. Especially in serial
search reaction times increase strongly for target absent
presentations since observers have to search through all
elements while in the case of target present displays,
they will find the target, on average, after having
searched through half of the elements. As to be seen
from these figures as well as from the corresponding
statistics in Table 3, the increase of reaction times with
the number of elements is relatively shallow, in the
range of 3.4 to 5.2 ms per item for the mean
results of all observers. Only for one gradient, 5°, does
this increase become significant. Moreover, there is no
systematic difference between target present and target
absent presentations and no clear progression with
increasing gradients. Hence, it is safe to conclude that
observers are able to detect a moderately supra-
threshold jump in orientation in parallel over the visual
field. We find relatively large inter-individual differ-
ences between observers, leading to rather high stan-
dard errors of the means in Figs. 4 and 5. In some
observers, reaction times actually decrease with increas-
ing number of elements displayed. This finding indi-
cates that for optimal performance, a sufficient number
and density of distractors may be required.
Next we checked whether the lack of increase in
reaction times with element number might be caused by
a kind of speed-accuracy trade-off, that is, whether
error rates might increase with the number of elements
displayed within a stimulus. This, however, is not the
case as is evident from Fig. 6 and the corresponding
statistics in Table 3. For none of the gradients is the
In addition to the three authors, eight paid observers,
five of whom were unaware of the purpose of the
investigation, participated in the experiments. Age of
observers varied between 17 and 47 years. There were
five female and six male observers. All observers had
normal or corrected-to-be-normal visual acuity and no
known disorders of the visual system apart from a
deuteranopia (S.H.).
3. Results
We started by measuring the threshold jump size, i.e.
the detection of a change in line orientation between
neighbouring elements that was larger than the orienta-
tion differences between all other elements. This
threshold for the discrimination between presentations
containing such an inhomogeneity of the orientation
sequence and those that did not increased in all observ-
ers mostly monotonically with the steepness of the
orientation gradient, i.e. the orientation difference
present between any two neighbouring line elements
(Fig. 2). Thresholds differ widely between observers, by
around a factor of 10 for a gradient of 0.5 (that is
almost constant orientation) and by around a factor of
2 for a gradient of 20° (Fig. 2a). Mean thresholds
increase fastest for small gradients while less strongly
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increase of mean error rates with element number
significant.
To assess how strongly reaction times and error rates
depend on jump size, we performed an additional ex-
periment with a subgroup of five observers using vari-
able jump size. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the size of the
jump in orientation in the target present conditions was
varied between 67 and 233% of the threshold value of
the individual observers, for two conditions, namely six
element and 12 element displays. The orientation gradi-
ent was always 2°. It is obvious that observers tended
to keep their reaction times relatively constant — mean
Fig. 3. Thresholds for detection of the additional jump as a function of orientation gradient, as in Fig. 2. Here, however, the orientation gradient
is plotted on a logarithmic scale, leading to relatively straight functions (cf. Table 1 for details of the fits). (a) Individual results; (b) mean of results
of all observers as well as standard errors.
Table 1
Slopes, intercepts, correlation coefficients, and significance levels for the results displayed in Fig. 3
Correlation coefficient Significance of correlationSubject Slope Intercept
0.95022.603 0.0138.728SH
0.386SM 0.4072.737 44.298
9.899 23.461AT 0.716 0.900
0.0880.82222.549BZ 7.785
9.533MF 0.15930.360 0.732
27.885 23.929 0.975 0.005GS
3.0410 37.514NF 0.422 0.479
AW 0.749 44.469 0.1116 0.852
JF 0.0400.89542.23719.338
5.958MB 0.4840.51641.505
DR 25.979 0.550 0.33711.502
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Table 2
Jump sizes in degrees rotation used in the reaction-time measurements for different observers and different orientation gradients (right half of
table)a
Gradient (°) Jump size used for measuring reaction-time vs. number ofMeasured jump size thresholds (°)
elements (°)
SubjectsSubjects
BZ DR GS JF MB NF SH SM AW BZ DR GS JF MB NFAW SH SM
16.7 13.1 12.5 40.5 37.4 38.4 19.1 40.90.5 4046.6 30 20 30 40 40 30 20 40
2 42.7 29.4 41.1 34.1 44.1 – 35.2 24.9 45.8 40 30 40 30 40 40 30 20 40
5 30.538.7 45.2 49.6 47.9 55.2 37.3 31.8 53.1 40 30 40 50 50 50 30 20 60
29.0 26.5 49.7 68.7 48.8 39.0 32.5 44.7 5049.2 4010 40 50 70 50 50 30 60
30.5 38.5 57.4 68.0 48.8 39.0 32.5 45.2 50 40 40 50 70 50 50 3020 6042.9
– – – 33.1 – 56.1 86.4 87.0 90 90 90 90 70 90 90 80– 10040
a These jump sizes were, on average, about 10–50% above the actual detection thresholds of the individual observers, as shown on the left half
of the table.
Fig. 4. Means and standard errors of reaction times of all nine observers who participated in this experiment as a function of the number of
elements displayed. The six panels of the figure display results for different gradients of orientation, as indicated in the individual panels. Results
for target present displays only. Only a gradient of 5° leads to a significant increase of reaction time with number of elemets.
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Fig. 5. Means and standard errors of reaction times as a function of element number for different orientation gradients, as in Fig. 4. Here,
however, results for target absent displays are presented, i.e. for uninterrupted smooth gradients without a jump. For statistics on regressions
through the results, cf. Table 3.
Table 3
Correlation coefficients, slopes and significance levels for the mean reaction times of all observers as displayed in Fig. 4 (target present), Fig. 5
(target absent), and results averaged over both conditions, as well as for error rates as a function of element number as displayed in Fig. 6
Reaction time Error rateGradient (°)
All trials Target absent All trialsTarget present
P (slope"0) CorrelationP (slope"0) P (slope"0)Correlation Correlation P (slope"0) Correlation
coefficient coefficientcoefficientcoefficient
0.010 0.611 0.7180.5 0.7940.784 0.3080.216 0.995
0.824 0.637 0.706 0.8270.699 0.3892 0.8330.242
0.963 0.063 0.916 0.0825 0.9220.021 0.972 0.066
0.945 0.151 0.807 0.0630.135 0.97910 0.9090.071
0.465 0.056 0.856 0.182 0.881 0.224 0.85520 0.333
0.470 0.927 0.190 0.4240.548 0.5280.37540 0.654
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Fig. 6. Error rates of all individual observers for the detection of the jump as a function of element numbers displayed, separated according to
steepness of orientation gradient. Since jump sizes were only approximately 10–50% above threshold (cf. Table 2), error rates are relatively high
but clearly below chance level (50%) for all gradients except 40°. For statistics on regressions, cf. Table 3.
reaction times decrease by only 17.8 ms for the six
element and by 26 ms for the 12 element display for an
increase of jump size from 67 to 233% of the threshold
value, i.e. for an increase from a jump size clearly below
threshold to a jump more than a factor of 2 above
thresholds (Fig. 7a). The error rate, on the other hand,
increases dramatically, as to be expected, for jump sizes
below threshold (Fig. 7b).
As a final control for possible effects of perceptual
learning on the results, two of the observers (SH and
SM) repeated all of the reaction time experiments for
all gradients and all element numbers at the very end of
the study. A comparison between the first and second
sets of results yielded some significant differences be-
tween the two sets (three factor repeated measures
ANOVA with factors time of testing (F(1,30)5.8;
P0.02 for error rate, with higher error rate in second
testing; and F(1,30)52.3; P0.0001 for reaction
time, with shorter reaction time (RT) in second testing),
gradient F(5,30)34.6, P0.0001 for error rate, while
not significant for RT), with no significant interaction
between time, gradient, and element number (n.s.). The
pattern of results was, moreover, very similar between
the two sets of data.
4. Discussion
We wanted to quantify the influence of smooth gradi-
ents of orientation change in line elements on observer’s
ability to detect an inhomogeniety, or jump, in this
orientation gradient. In natural environments, the vi-
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sual system will rarely be confronted with a homoge-
neous background against which to detect a figure, for
example a camouflaged insect. Most of the time, quite
to the contrary, the background will have a structure
with contours oriented at different angles. In most
biological and more generally, in most natural back-
grounds, the transition between orientations in the
background is relatively smooth, since nature rarely
‘jumps’ and even edges tend to be rounded. The object
trying to hide on the background, however, will in-
evitably introduce some differences in line orientation
at its borders (or by the borders of its shape) in the
form of ‘T’-junctions. For example, if you look around
your desk, especially after the daily mail has arrived,
most contours will be smooth or even straight, apart
from the right angles at edges. Occlusions, on the other
hand, will produce T-junctions, i.e. discontinuities of
orientation. It is highly advantageous for the visual
system to ignore the smooth transitions in line orienta-
tion and to concentrate on the discontinuities. A techni-
cal system could easily do this by means of band-pass
filtering in the orientation domain that eliminates all
slow ( low frequency) changes in orientation. The
question here was whether the human visual system
would be able to perform such an elimination of
smooth orientation gradients.
Qualitative evidence that orientation gradients rather
than absolute orientations are important comes from
the ingenious demonstrations put forward by Noth-
durft (1985, 1992) showing that detection of a deviating
Fig. 7. (a) Reaction time as a function of jump size, expressed as percentage of threshold level, for stimuli consisting of either six (upper panel),
or 12 elements (lower panel). (b) Error rate as a function of jump size, expressed as percentage of threshold level, for stimuli consisting of either
six (upper panel), or 12 elements (lower panel). Individual results of five observers as well as their means and standard errors of the means. While
reaction times are not strongly affected by task difficulty, error rates are.
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orientation does not require an absolute orientation cue
but a difference between the orientations of local line
elements. The quantitative results of the present study
fully agree with Nothdurft’s findings: a target defined
by a local contrast in line orientation can be found in
parallel in the visual field, not just a target defined by
absolute orientation. Moreover, we were able to extend
this finding by showing that firstly, reaction times do
not increase, on average, by more than 5.2 ms per item
with the number of elements displayed simultaneously,
i.e. search is parallel even for jump sizes only around
10–50% above threshold (see Table 2). Secondly, there
is no significant difference between the increase in
reaction times with the number of elements between
displays containing the jump (‘target present’) and
those without the jump (‘target absent’). Thirdly, error
rates do not increase with the number of elements
displayed, hence there is no speed:accuracy trade-off.
Fourthly, all these results hold true over a wide range
of orientation gradients. And fifthly, averaged
thresholds for the detection of a jump in orientation
increase almost linearly with the logarithm of the orien-
tation gradient, hence follow a Weber-type behaviour,
while the individual observers’ data vary considerably.
The human visual system is obviously able to detect
a larger difference in orientation even in the presence of
smaller orientation differences. It is, however, unable to
ignore these smaller differences. (This could, in princi-
ple, be achieved by means of some type of filtering in
the domain of line element orientation, for example by
setting a threshold for the perception of orientation
differences as seems to be the case with gradients in
luminance or hue.) The visual system, quite to the
contrary, seems to detect the larger orientation differ-
ence much in the way of a signal against background
noise, here in the form of the smaller orientation differ-
ences. The larger these small orientation differences are,
the larger the jump in orientation required for detection
has to be. This result is in a way similar to the fact that
a moving target will be found easier the more its
motion speed deviates from the general pattern of
velocities in a scene hence pop-out may result from a
process akin to outlier detection (Rosenholtz, 1999).
One might speculate that a first step of analysis is the
calculation of orientation differences between neigh-
bouring elements, without the possibility to detect the
smoothness of orientation change and to compensate
for these orientation differences — at least in the
circular arrangement of elements used in the present
study. The next step of processing might then decide
whether the distribution of orientation differences is
homogeneous or whether there is an ‘outlier’ — the
jump. Hence our results are compatible with the sup-
posed existence, in the visual cortex, of a retinotopically
organised mechanism evaluating orientation differences
between neighbouring line elements (Nothdurft, 1985).
Larger orientation differences between the line elements
of the stimulus will lead to larger levels of noise in this
map in the sense that there is a larger variation of
orientations, and will require a larger jump size for
detection.
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